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teach the commercial subjects in
the high school. One more teacher
is needed in the high school to
complete the teaching staff for the
illness.
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Liv jutts
and the woods don't mix
,0U don't tost burning

cigarettes around a powder plant.

But enough smokers toss burning cigarettes around forests to
start 20,000 forest fires a year, more than a quarter of the total.

Thad Phibbs'
Formula far Fun

In years of average fire loss, smokers cause a national loss of
more than $10,000,000 in our forests.

Thad Phibbu has a theory of enjoyment all his own. The more
tired he is from working at the
War Plant, the more fun he has
pitching horseshoes with the
boys these summer evenings.
"That's because I feel that T
deserve it," Thad says simply.
And I wonder if he isn't right.
I wonder if we don't enjoy
things in proportion as we know
we've earned them. Is a little
relaxation ever more welcome
than after a hard day's work?
Do we appreciate our little
pleasures quite as much as when
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know in, our hearts we've

done a good job well?
From where I sit,

that's one

of the things this wartime
strain has tausrht us. We're all
of us working hard at our jobs,
doing our level best to pull our
weight. And we're learning the
little rewards, the simple pleasuresa
meal, a
glass of beer with friends are
more welcome now than ever . . .
because we've earned them!
home-cooke-

Few people realize how explosive a dry forest is in fire season
. . how, in a twinkling, a lone spark may be fanned into a roaring
conflagration, destroying in a few hours what nature,, aided by
man, has taken years to produce.

A cigarette in a forest is a spark in a powder plant
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